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ABSTRACT

Background: The tackle event in rugby is a technical and physical contest between opposing players. A player’s ability to tolerate and contest during a tackle is a prerequisite for safe participation and success in rugby. Little is known about the relationship between tackle training and tackling in matches in rugby union. Therefore, we investigated the relationships between players’ training attitudes and behaviour and their match attitudes and behaviour for tackling in rugby union.

Method: A questionnaire was designed to assess attitude (importance) and behaviours (frequency and quantity) among junior (under 19) players on a 5-point Likert Scale. Questionnaires were handed out to 220 players (10 schools) at a tournament and 75% (9 schools, n=164) were returned for analysis. Associations between training attitudes and behaviours were tested using the $\chi^2$ test, Cramer’s V and r-b.

Results: The more time spent on emphasising proper technique to prevent injuries in training, the more important players rated ‘own safety’ (r-b=0.21, moderate, z=3.1, p<0.01), ‘going for the ball only’ (r-b=0.27, moderate, z=4.6, p<0.001) and ‘staying on feet’ (r-b=0.23, moderate, z=3.6, p<0.001) in match play. The more time spent on emphasising proper technique to improve performance in training, the more important players rated actions ‘going for ball only’ (r-b=0.23, moderate, z=3.7, p<0.001) and ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining position’ (r-b=0.20, moderate, z=3.1, p<0.01) in match play.

Conclusions: This is the first study to report on the relationships between players’ training attitudes and behaviour and their match attitudes and behaviours for tackling in rugby union. The importance of tackle training to prevent injury, and the amount of time spent on technique to prevent injuries, was associated with behaviours that reduce the risk of injury in matches.

INTRODUCTION

Attitude refers to ‘the knowledge and beliefs of a person concerning the specific consequences of a certain form of behaviour’.1 2 Behaviour can either be considered planned with the intention to perform specific actions, or it can be considered unconscious and automated.3 Behaviour is typically influenced by self-efficacy (ability to perform the intended skill), social influences (social norms), and attitude and intention—known as behavioural determinants.1–7 The relationship between behaviour and attitude is not unilateral as behaviour may modify the attitude of an individual.4–6

The attitude and behaviour of players/athletes towards safety have been identified as risk factors for injury in sport.1 8–13 Understanding the attitudes and behaviours of players are particularly important for designing and implementing injury prevention programmes.14–17 Studies on the attitudes and behaviours of players towards safety in sport are lacking.10 16 This paucity of research is even truer in rugby, with only one study on the players’ attitudes and behaviours specifically for the contact area of play.16

The relationship between training and competition in sport is well established.18 19 In particular, it is known that competition-specific training is associated with superior performance in competition, compared with non-specific training.18 In rugby union, training volume, movements in training and physical fitness of players in training have been related to match injury, match movement demands and match activities, respectively.20–22 Less is understood about the relationship between rugby skills in training and rugby skill behaviours in matches.

The tackle event in rugby union is a technical and physical contest between the player in possession of the ball (known as ball carrier) and the opposing player attempting to regain possession of the ball (known as the tackler).23 Players engage in 10–25
tackles (whether as a ball carrier or tackler) during a match depending on their positional role in the team. The nature of two or more bodies physically engaging at such frequencies and sometimes at high speeds exposes players to muscle damage and a high risk of injury. Tackle-related injuries account for up to 61% of all injuries during a rugby match. Thus, players’ ability to tolerate and contest tackle events (whether as a ball carrier or tackler) is a prerequisite for safe participation and success in rugby. Not much is known about training for the tackle and how this translates into performance of the tackle in matches. Therefore, we aimed to investigate the relationships between players’ training attitudes and behaviour and their match attitudes and behaviour for tackles in rugby union.

**METHODS**

The data collection of the broader study, of which this study forms a part, is described in more detail elsewhere.

**Participants**

The questionnaire was administered at the Cape School’s Week Rugby Festival. The Cape School’s Week Rugby Festival comprises of 10 traditionally rugby playing schools from the Western, Northern and Eastern Cape regions in South Africa. Only the under 19 A (1st team) sides of each school participated in the rugby festival. Twenty-two questionnaires were administered to 10 schools, and 164 questionnaires (9 out of the 10 schools participated) were returned, representing a 75% response rate. Three teams completed the questionnaire in examination-like conditions with the principle investigator present, two teams completed the questionnaire after a team meeting in a room with the principle investigator present, and the remaining four teams’ coaches or managers were handed the questionnaires, which they completed on their own and returned at a later stage. Where the researchers were not present, coaches and managers were asked to monitor the players filling out the questionnaire. In the cases where the researchers were present, players completed the questionnaire in approximately 10–15 min. Informed consent was obtained from the coaches or managers of each team, and informed assent was obtained from each player. Ethical approval for this study was granted by the University of Cape Town Human Research Ethics Committee.

**Questionnaire developmental process**

The developmental process of the questionnaire began with a list of possible general and specific tackle training open-ended questions. Some questions were guided by previous research on the tackle. The list of questions was then presented to a panel of coaches, sport scientists and rugby administrators to further discuss the efficacy, reasoning and validity of the questions. This process of refinement was conducted 2–3 times before a list of questions was finalised. The next step in the developmental process was to design the questionnaire itself with regard to structure, order, flow and answerability. To effectively achieve the best design for the questionnaire, guidelines for designing surveys and social science research methods were used.

**Question and item format and scale definitions**

It was decided that closed-ended questions would be more appropriate for purposes of this study as these provide the respondents with a prespecified set of answers (items) and response categories. This suited the aim of the study as it made answering the questionnaire less demanding for the players, and standardised the data for statistical analysis, making it more reliable and consistent over time. Accordingly, each question consisted of (1) the question (2) the items—list of possible answers relating to the specific question being posed (3) response categories—a five-point ordinal Likert scale represented by a numerical value, where players had to rate the importance, frequency and quantity of each item in the question. Where necessary, questions were provided with a ‘Not Familiar’ option to prevent players from giving arbitrary answers if they were unsure. For assessing players’ attitude, players had to rate the importance of an item on the following scale: (1) not at all important, (2) not too important, (3) undecided, (4) somewhat important, (5) very important. To measure frequency of training and match behaviour, the following descriptors were used: (1) never, (2) rarely, (3) sometimes, (4) frequently, (5) always. Quantity of training or match behaviour was determined on the scale: (1) not at all, (2) a little, (3) a fair amount, (4) much, (5) very much. Although all questions were closed questions, a ‘further comment’ space was provided to cater for players who felt the need to add more information.

**Questions domains and layout**

The final questionnaire consisted of 12 questions on training with a total of 109 items and 4 match questions with a total of 52 items (see Hendricks et al. for complete questionnaire). For the purpose of this study, the association between two attitudinal and three behavioural training questions were tested against one attitudinal and one behavioural match question. The first attitudinal training question asked players to rate the importance of training proper technique for injury prevention and performance, and the second attitudinal training question asked players to rate the importance of training tackling for injury prevention and performance. Injury prevention was defined as lowering the risk of getting injured during the tackle, and improved tackle performance was defined as preventing the ball carrier from gaining territory and the ball carriers’ team from retaining the ball. The three behavioural training questions examined how much emphasis is placed on injury prevention and
performance in training, how much influence different coaching methods have on tackle technique and how frequently players trained the different types of tackles. The match attitudinal question asked players ‘What is important to you when making a tackle during a match?’ and listed 11 items. Although not explicitly stated, of the 11 items, 3 were related to injury prevention only (own safety, safety of ball-carrier and safety of you and ball carrier), 5 were related to performance only (bring down ball carrier at all cost, putting in a big hit, preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession and preventing the ball carrier team from retaining possession), and 3 were related to injury prevention and performance (doing what is practised, proper technique and staying on your feet). The one match behaviour question examined how often players executed the different types of tackles during a match.

The wording of all questions and items were as clear and unambiguous as possible and definitions, commensurate with the age of the respondents, were provided. Questions were divided into training questions and match questions. This was indicated as section A (training) and section B (match) in the questionnaire.

Each question was placed in a separate box, and each question box was colour coded for players to differentiate between question, item and response category on the scale. Depending on the number of items on the list, no more than three questions were allowed per page. In addition, the cover page was attached to the questionnaire and provided space for players’ personal information and playing history. This included school, playing position, highest level played and playing experience. The revised questionnaire was once again presented to the panel of coaches, sport scientists and rugby administrators for final comments. The questionnaire was pretested with 24 University of Cape Town Varsity Cup players to expose any unclear or incomprehensible questions. Minor typographical errors were identified during this process and corrected.

Data analysis

The relationship between each item for each training question (except the question on the frequency of training the different types of tackles) was independently tested against each of the 11 items listed for the attitudinal match question. The behavioural training question on how frequently players trained the different types of tackles was associated with the behavioural match question on how much the different types of tackles are executed during matches. To test whether items in training were associated with items in the match, the $\chi^2$ test was used with a priori $\alpha$ level of significance set at $p<0.05$. The magnitude of the association was tested using Cramer’s V, with values between 0 and 0.19 considered weak, 0.20 and 0.49 considered moderate, and more than 0.50 considered strong. Because the Likert data were ordinal, the order of association was also tested using $\tau$b. A $\tau$b value of less than 0.2 signifies a weak relationship, between 0.2 and 0.49 indicates a moderate relationship, and 0.5 and higher signifies a strong relationship. The $z$ test value was also determined to test the significance of the relationship; $|z|\geq 1.96$ is significant at the $p<0.05$ level, $|z|\geq 2.60$ is significant at the $p<0.01$ level and $|z|\geq 3.22$ is significant at the $p<0.001$ level. Data were reported as percentage frequencies (%).

RESULTS

The importance of proper technique for injury prevention in training was associated with ‘doing what is practised’ ($\chi^2 (16)=24.33, p=0.08$), ‘own safety’ ($\chi^2 (16)=24.75, p=0.07$), ‘putting in a big hit’ ($\chi^2 (16)=29.65, p=0.02$) and ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ ($\chi^2 (12)=20.89, p=0.05$) in match play. The relationship between the importance of proper technique for injury prevention was moderate for ‘putting in a big hit’ (Cramer’s V=0.22) and ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ (Cramer’s V=0.21) in match play. The more important players rated proper technique for injury prevention in training; the more important ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ was rated (40% rated very important, $\tau$b=0.26, moderate, $z=3.7, p<0.001) in match play.

The importance of proper technique for improving performance in training was associated with ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ ($\chi^2 (9)=27.39, p=0.001$) and ‘preventing the ball carrier team from retaining possession’ ($\chi^2 (12)=21.55, p=0.04$) in match play. The relationship between the importance of proper technique for improving performance in training was moderate for ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ (Cramer’s V=0.24) and ‘preventing the ball carrier team from retaining possession’ (Cramer’s V=0.24) in match play. The more important players rated the importance of proper technique for improving performance in training; the more important players rated ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ (46% rated very important, $\tau$b=0.24, moderate, $z=3.2, p<0.01) in match play.

The importance of training tackling for injury prevention was significantly associated with match play attitudes ‘doing what is practised’ ($\chi^2 (16)=26.50, p=0.047$, Cramer’s V=0.21, moderate), ‘proper technique’ ($\chi^2 (16)=29.97, p=0.018$, Cramer’s V=0.22, moderate) and ‘own safety’ ($\chi^2 (16)=37.16, p=0.002$, Cramer’s V=0.24, moderate). The importance of training tackling was positively associated with ‘own safety’ (21% rated very important, 10% somewhat important, $\tau$b=0.22, moderate, $z=3.4, p<0.001) in match play.

The importance of training tackling for improving performance was associated with match play attitudes ‘putting in a big hit’ ($\chi^2 (16)=25.16, p=0.007$, Cramer’s V=0.20, moderate), ‘staying on your feet’ ($\chi^2 (16)=34.33, p=0.005$, Cramer’s V=0.24, moderate) and ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ ($\chi^2 (12)=27.49, p=0.007$, Cramer’s V=0.24, moderate). The
importance of training tackling was positively associated with ‘staying on your feet’ (31% rated very important, 10% somewhat important, τ-b=0.24, moderate, τ=3.4, p<0.001) and ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession’ (42% rated very important, τ-b=0.20, moderate, τ=2.6, p<0.01) in match play.

The time spent on emphasising proper technique to prevent injuries in training was significantly associated with ‘doing what is practised’ (χ² (16)=30.28, p=0.017, Cramer’s V=0.22, moderate), ‘proper technique’ (χ² (16)=31.63, p=0.011, Cramer’s V=0.22, moderate), ‘safety of ball carrier’ (χ² (16)=27.78, p=0.03, Cramer’s V=0.21, moderate), ‘safety of both you and ball carrier’ (χ² (16)=27.02, p=0.04, Cramer’s V=0.21, moderate) and ‘going for the ball only’ (χ² (16)=34.47, p=0.005, Cramer’s V=0.23, moderate) in match play. The more time spent on emphasising proper technique to prevent injuries in training, the more important players rated ‘own safety’ (τ-b=0.21, moderate, τ=3.1, p<0.01), ‘going for the ball only’ (τ-b=0.27, moderate, τ=4.6, p<0.001) and ‘staying on feet’ (τ-b=0.23, moderate, τ=3.6, p<0.001) in match play.

The time spent on emphasising proper technique to improve performance in training was significantly associated with executing ‘proper technique’ (χ² (16)=33.67, p=0.006, Cramer’s V=0.23, moderate) and ‘staying on feet’ (χ² (16)=30.31, p=0.017, Cramer’s V=0.22, moderate) in match play. The more time spent on emphasising proper technique to improve performance in training, the more important players rated actions ‘going for ball only’ (τ-b=0.23, moderate, τ=3.7, p<0.001) and ‘preventing the ball carrier from retaining position’ (τ-b=0.20, moderate, τ=3.1, p<0.01) in match play.

The association between coaching methods and match attitudes and behaviours are shown in tables 1 and 2. The training frequency for the different type of tackles was associated with the number of times the different type of tackles was executed in matches (table 3). Front on tackles were executed most frequently in training (44% much-very much) and most often in matches (69% much-very much).

DISCUSSION
The importance of training proper technique to prepare for match play
This is the first study to report on the relationships between players’ training and match attitudes and behaviours for tackling in rugby union. When asked about the general importance of proper technique to prevent injuries and improve performance, players associated the importance of proper technique in training to one of rugby’s main objectives, which is to deny the opposition possession of the ball.

Tackle training attitudes and behaviours transfer into match play
The importance of tackle training to prevent injury, and the amount of time spent on technique to prevent injuries was positively associated with behaviours that reduce the risk of injury in matches. Likewise, the more important players considered tackle training for performance, and the more time spent on tackle technique training for performance, the more frequently players reported on behaviours that related to performance in matches.

Our findings demonstrate that the tackle knowledge and beliefs acquired in training transfer, to some extent, into match play—highlighting the training environment and coach as key agents for implementing injury prevention and performance programmes. Moreover, these findings offer support for the strategies of injury prevention and performance programmes in rugby union that subscribe to the model of educating coaches and informing training to effect match behaviour. Examples of such programmes are BokSmart and RugbySmart.

Verbal instruction and coach demonstration are effective coaching methods for training contact skills
In separate analyses, verbal instruction by the coach (whether to the individual or to the team) and coach demonstration (whether to the individual or to the team) during training were moderately associated with five or more match behaviours. Match behaviours ‘doing what is practised’, ‘proper technique’, ‘own safety’ and ‘staying on feet’ were consistently associated with both verbal instruction and demonstration, irrespective of whether executed to an individual player or to the team.

The effectiveness of verbal instruction, demonstration or the combination of the two to train skill have been questioned compared with less prescriptive coaching methods. In the present study, the relationship between verbal instruction and demonstration, and match behaviours suggest that these coaching methods may be effective for training contact skills such as tackling. Engaging in tackle contact is a physically demanding and highly technical skill, and if not executed correctly, could lead to serious injury. Therefore, offering a player a visual template or criterion model with instruction before engaging in match play contact will allow for safe and successful participation in rugby. Note, we have recommended previously that only once the player has acquired an advanced level of tackle contact skill, should less prescriptive methods be introduced.

The social context of the team should be considered when delivering technical instruction or demonstration
Interestingly, ‘identifying a problem in your own tackle technique and fixing it’ was only associated with one match behaviour, ‘going for the ball’, whereas ‘identifying a team problem in tackle technique and fixing it’ was associated with ‘doing what is practised’, ‘proper technique’, ‘own safety’, ‘going for the ball’ and ‘staying on feet’. The difference in match behaviour association between fixing a single player’s tackle technique problem and fixing a team’s tackle technique problem may underpin the social dynamic context of rugby union, where
players do not want to be singled out for poor technique in fear of being judged by their teammates. Therefore, when correcting a player’s tackle technique, the social context when delivering the technical instruction or demonstration should be considered.

**Table 1** The association between coaching methods and match attitudes and behaviours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Doing what is practised</th>
<th>Proper technique</th>
<th>Bring down ball carrier at all cost</th>
<th>Own safety</th>
<th>Safety of ball carrier</th>
<th>Safety of both you and ball carrier</th>
<th>Putting in a ‘Big Hit’</th>
<th>Going for the ball only</th>
<th>Staying on your feet</th>
<th>Preventing the ball carrier from retaining possession</th>
<th>Preventing the ball carrier team from retaining possession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual one-one verbal instruction from coach</td>
<td>16 32.35 0.01 0.23</td>
<td>0.30 0.07 4.61</td>
<td>16 18.46 0.30 0.17</td>
<td>0.14 0.07 2.20</td>
<td>16 34.75 0.00 0.24</td>
<td>0.20 0.07 3.01</td>
<td>16 21.99 0.14 0.19</td>
<td>0.16 0.07 2.46</td>
<td>16 10.16 0.86 0.13</td>
<td>0.12 0.07 1.83</td>
<td>16 19.20 0.26 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal instruction to entire team</td>
<td>16 47.13 0.00 0.27</td>
<td>0.28 0.07 4.13</td>
<td>16 13.44 0.64 0.15</td>
<td>0.10 0.07 1.50</td>
<td>16 32.63 0.01 0.23</td>
<td>0.26 0.07 3.95</td>
<td>16 16.18 0.44 0.16</td>
<td>0.17 0.07 2.67</td>
<td>16 23.00 0.11 0.19</td>
<td>0.18 0.06 2.93</td>
<td>16 9.58 0.89 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual one-one demonstration</td>
<td>16 62.63 0.00 0.32</td>
<td>0.27 0.07 4.22</td>
<td>16 33.14 0.01 0.23</td>
<td>0.22 0.06 3.44</td>
<td>16 22.93 0.12 0.19</td>
<td>0.22 0.07 3.26</td>
<td>16 30.73 0.02 0.22</td>
<td>0.17 0.07 2.52</td>
<td>16 29.96 0.02 0.22</td>
<td>0.18 0.07 2.56</td>
<td>16 17.62 0.35 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration to team</td>
<td>16 45.14 0.00 0.27</td>
<td>0.26 0.07 3.76</td>
<td>16 50.42 0.00 0.29</td>
<td>0.30 0.07 4.54</td>
<td>16 28.89 0.03 0.22</td>
<td>0.16 0.06 2.46</td>
<td>16 26.99 0.04 0.21</td>
<td>0.25 0.06 4.02</td>
<td>16 27.59 0.04 0.21</td>
<td>0.18 0.07 2.51</td>
<td>16 18.69 0.29 0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Match tackle type demands are replicated in training

There were moderate associations between the type of tackle coached during training and the type of tackle executed in matches. The most frequently coached tackle during training was the front on tackle, which the
players also reported to be the most often executed tackle in matches. From video analysis studies of tackle events in matches, we know that the front tackle is the most frequently occurring type tackle in a match, and is the tackle type that places players at the highest risk of injury.23 25 39 The relationship between the type of tackle coached during training and the type of tackle executed in matches is a positive finding as it suggests that for some aspects of tackle training, coaches are replicating match demands.

**Strengths, limitations and implications**

A key strength of this study is the large sample size. Nine out of the 10 schools approached participated in the study. This amounted to 164 returned questionnaires (out of a possible 220), representing a 75% response rate. The questionnaire was able to survey detailed information on tackle training and match play attitudes and behaviours of adolescent rugby players. Despite efforts to word all questions and items as clearly and unambiguously as possible, and provide definitions where necessary, a level of subjectivity and construal is expected because of the inherent limitation of using a self-reported questionnaire. Also, all questionnaires were not completed in examination conditions with the principle investigator present as was planned in the study proposal. During data collection, this was logistically challenging and some questionnaires had to be completed during team meetings or returned at a later stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 2</strong></th>
<th>The association between how tackle technique is corrected and match attitudes and behaviours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying a problem in your tackle technique and fixing it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing what is practised</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper technique</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bring down BC at all cost</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own safety</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety of BC</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety of both you and BC</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting in a ‘Big Hit’</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going for the ball only</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staying on your feet</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventing the BC from retaining possession</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventing the BC team from retaining possession</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Identifying a team problem in tackle technique and fixing it | | |
| Doing what is practised | 16 | 32.55 | 0.01 | 0.23 | 0.29 | 0.06 | 4.56 |
| Proper technique | 16 | 25.41 | 0.06 | 0.20 | 0.25 | 0.06 | 3.88 |
| Bring down BC at all cost | 16 | 16.90 | 0.39 | 0.17 | 0.10 | 0.07 | 1.53 |
| Own safety | 16 | 26.37 | 0.05 | 0.21 | 0.23 | 0.06 | 3.70 |
| Safety of BC | 16 | 19.54 | 0.24 | 0.18 | 0.21 | 0.06 | 3.45 |
| Safety of both you and BC | 16 | 16.72 | 0.40 | 0.16 | 0.19 | 0.06 | 3.00 |
| Putting in a ‘Big Hit’ | 16 | 14.18 | 0.59 | 0.15 | 0.06 | 0.07 | 0.95 |
| Going for the ball only | 16 | 31.17 | 0.01 | 0.22 | 0.19 | 0.07 | 2.96 |
| Staying on your feet | 16 | 26.92 | 0.04 | 0.21 | 0.28 | 0.06 | 4.68 |
| Preventing the BC from retaining possession | 12 | 9.47 | 0.66 | 0.14 | 0.14 | 0.07 | 2.05 |
| Preventing the BC team from retaining possession | 16 | 15.47 | 0.49 | 0.16 | 0.17 | 0.07 | 2.61 |

Significant association p<0.05. Cramer’s V or τ-b less than 0.2=weak, between 0.2 and 0.49=moderate, and 0.5 and higher=strong relationship. |z|≥2.60 is significant at the p<0.001 level. d=degrees of freedom. ‘Big Hit’—a physically dominating tackle. BC, ball carrier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 3</strong></th>
<th>The association between training frequency for the different type of tackles and the amount of time the different type of tackles was executed in matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of tackles</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-on tackle training vs front-on tackle matches</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side-on tackle training vs side-on tackle matches</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smother tackle training vs smother tackle matches</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind tackle training vs behind tackle matches</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double tackle training vs double tackle matches</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant association p<0.05. Cramer’s V or τ-b less than 0.2=weak, between 0.2 and 0.49=moderate, and 0.5 and higher=strong relationship. |z|≥2.60 is significant at the p<0.001 level. d=degrees of freedom.
Summary
This is the first study to report on the relationships between players’ training attitudes and behaviour and their match attitudes and behaviours for tackling in rugby union. The importance of tackling training to prevent injury, and the amount of time spent on technique to prevent injuries, was associated with behaviours that reduce the risk of injury in matches. Match behaviours ‘doing what is practised’, ‘proper technique’, ‘own safety’ and ‘staying on feet’ were consistently associated with both verbal instruction and demonstration, which suggest that these coaching methods may be effective for training contact skills such as tackling.
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